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A Midnight Dance Fiery Tales 3 Lila Dipasqua
When Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm published their Children's and Household Tales in 1812, followed by a second volume
in 1815, they had no idea that such stories as "Rapunzel," "Hansel and Gretel," and "Cinderella" would become the most
celebrated in the world. From "The Frog King" to "The Golden Key," wondrous worlds unfold--heroes and heroines are
rewarded, weaker animals triumph over the strong, and simple bumpkins prove themselves not so simple after all. A
delight to read, The Original Folk and Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm presents these peerless stories to a whole new
generation of readers. "The Twelve Dancing Princesses" (or "The Worn-Out Dancing Shoes" or "The Shoes that were
Danced to Pieces") is a German fairy tale originally published by the Brothers Grimm in 1812 in Kinder- und
Hausmarchen as tale number 133. Its closest analogue is the Scottish Kate Crackernuts, where it is a prince who is
obliged to dance every night. Includes vintage illustration!
“Eloisa James writes with a captivating blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader sighing and
smiling and falling in love.” —New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn “Romance writing does not get much better
than this.” —People The Cinderella story moves to Regency England—with more than a few twists and turns along the
way! With A Kiss at Midnight, the remarkable Eloisa James spins a delicious tale involving a carriage, a godmother, a
pair of rats…and a beauty with no interest whatsoever in getting married—and certainly not to a prince! Read A Kiss at
Midnight and see why New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas says, “Eloisa James is extraordinary.”
A Midnight DancePenguin
Someday her prince will come... Inspired by the tale of Cinderella, Lila DiPasqua weaves a steamy historical romance
that offers a glass slipper, a dangerous deception, and an impoverished beauty determined to find her handsome
prince...and make him pay. Matching wits and wiles with a man of Jules de Moutier's seductive skill is not as easy as
Sabine Laurent supposed. Soon, she must decide whether her desire for vengeance is greater than her desire for her
one and only prince...
Twenty-nine tales from the folklore of Turkey, India, Denmark, Armenia, and the Sudan.
In 1879, seventeen-year-old Penny yearns to escape the confines of Italy's mysterious and elite Grande Teatro and
explore the flashes of memory that suggest she once lived a very different life.
Cursed to be a swan by day, Odette spends her nights leading a band of smugglers and delivering illegal goods. Though
she longs for her spell to be broken, she is stuck flattering the evil sorcerer who cursed her. When the kind and witty
Prince Alexsei tracks Odette and her crew to their camp, Odette fears he is yet another complication she must manage.
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Instead, Alexsei slowly endears himself to her and searches for a way to break her curse--but with every visit he risks
alerting the sorcerer to his presence. When the sorcerer launches an attack against the royal family, Odette is pulled
between her love for Alexsei and her loyalties to her crew. Will she choose to fight with Alexsei, or fulfill her
responsibilities as a leader and smuggler? SWAN LAKE is retelling of the ballet, and is the seventh book of the
TIMELESS FAIRY TALES series. The books in this series take place in the same world and can be read all together, or
as individual, stand-alone books. If you enjoy compelling characters, sweet romance, and magical jokes, download a
sample or buy it today!
Inspired by the tale of The Emperor's New Clothes, a hot historical romance novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales
series that would have made Hans Christian Andersen blush. There is a certain gorgeous lord who is quite difficult to
resist... To save her cousin, Aimee de Miran must retrieve a jeweled ring from the most sinfully seductive man at court,
the unsuspecting Marquis de Nattes. But to search his considerable wardrobe she'll have to get very close to the
notorious rake...and remain immune to his intoxicating charm. But without his clothes--well, that's simply impossible.
Adam de Vey, Marquis de Nattes, has secretly burned for his best friend's wife for years. Now that Aimee is a widow,
now that he's discovered her in his bedchambers, he intends to get very close to her indeed--with his clothes--and
hers--utterly forgotten... ***Originally published in THE PRINCESS IN HIS BED anthology.
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling smash hit that put him on the map as one of America's favorite writers "Gory and
horrifying. . . . You can't put it down." —Chicago Tribune Unpopular at school and subjected to her mother's religious fanaticism at
home, Carrie White does not have it easy. But while she may be picked on by her classmates, she has a gift she's kept secret
since she was a little girl: she can move things with her mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her ability has been both a power and a
problem. And when she finds herself the recipient of a sudden act of kindness, Carrie feels like she's finally been given a chance
to be normal. She hopes that the nightmare of her classmates' vicious taunts is over . . . but an unexpected and cruel prank turns
her gift into a weapon of horror so destructive that the town may never recover.
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine's beloved musical masterpiece becomes a major motion picture, starring Meryl Streep and
Johnny Depp.
If I didn't know better, I'd think my life is a fairytale. Orphan? Check. Evil stepmom? Check. The only problem with my theory is the
lack of a dashing prince coming to my rescue. That is until Xander comes along. He's charming, gorgeous, and caring. With him
my life doesn't feel like a neverending list of chores. After my stepmother does the unthinkable, my only hope is winning a
publishing competition. But when I find who Xander really is, even that becomes a lost cause. Midnight Ash is a sweet romance
with a sexy kinky twist on the side, and a cast who don't quite behave as you'd expect. Midnight Ash is a contemporary Cinderella
retelling, and part of the MM Fairy Tale Romance series. All books are completely standalone and are modern retellings of classic
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fairy tales with a gay romance twist.
Once upon a time is eternal… Turn the pages and fall into the enchanting worlds of beloved, age-old fairy tales made new again in
this fifteen-story collection from Snowy Wings Publishing. A girl with long, long hair is trapped in an attic, ensnared by promises of
immortality, the radio her only companion. An android wants to believe in her life, that the feelings she has are real—and that she
might be just as beautiful as her famous stepsister. A gamer must save her true love from the mysterious, dark entity that has
ensnared him in their MMORPG. A modern teen is lured to the fantastical Land of the Dolls, and only her own cunning can help
her escape. These are just a few of the bewitching tales found within Magic at Midnight. From sci-fi to fantasy, contemporary to
historical, paranormal and more, there’s a fairy tale retelling in this collection for every reader. Featuring stories from bestselling
and award-winning YA authors as well as emerging voices, this anthology will take you to distant worlds and back again—all just
familiar enough to make you feel at home.
Inspired by the tale of Rapunzel, Lila DiPasqua offers a new steamy, emotionally charged historical romance in the acclaimed
Fiery Tales Series . . . Rescuing this beauty from the 'tower' is only the beginning . . . Maintaining her ruse as a commoner, and
trusting no one has kept Angelica safe. But a chance encounter with a handsome stranger lands her right where danger lies. Now,
this sinfully handsome man with arresting blue eyes and a polished manner thinks he's saved her life, when in fact he's placed her
in great peril. She's intent on keeping him and everyone else at arm's length. Yet, the smoldering attraction between them is
difficult to deny. And impossible to ignore . . . As commander of a number of privateer ships, Simon Boulenger dresses and speaks
like an aristocrat, and has obtained wealth. But he is still not a noble. Or an officer in the King's Navy. His lifelong dream to elevate
himself from his station of birth and attain a respectable place in society is dead. Worse, he's ensnared in a deadly scheme, and
must get out. But how is he to stay focused on his dangerous mission when the mysterious beauty has him utterly intrigued? He
can't afford the distraction any more than he can resist the carnal hunger she stirs. Simon soon discovers that she's not only a
passionate soul mate, but a woman born into privilege. A woman he can never have. But they're in too deep. Their hearts are at
risk . . . as well as their lives.
The enchanting second book in New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George's Twelve Dancing Princesses series is a
Cinderella retelling that will sweep you off your feet! Hoping to escape the troubles in her kingdom, Princess Poppy reluctantly
agrees to take part in a royal exchange program, where young princes and princesses travel to each other's countries in the name
of better political alliances--and potential marriages. It's got the makings of a fairy tale--until a hapless servant named Eleanor is
tricked by a vengeful fairy godmother into competing with Poppy for the eligible prince. Ballgowns, cinders, and enchanted glass
slippers fly in this romantic and action-packed happily-ever-after quest from an author with a flair for embroidering tales in her own
delightful way. Don't miss these other stories from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George: The Twelve Dancing
Princesses series Princess of the Midnight Ball Princess of Glass Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow
Silver in the Blood The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle Wednesdays
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in the Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards Saturdays at Sea Dragon Slippers series Dragon Slippers
Dragon Flight Dragon Spear
A man controlled by his desires . . . Infamous for his wild, sensual needs, Lazarus Huntington, Lord Caire, is searching for a
savage killer in St. Giles, London's most notorious slum. Widowed Temperance Dews knows St. Giles like the back of her hand she's spent a lifetime caring for its inhabitants at the foundling home her family established. Now that home is at risk . . . A woman
haunted by her past . . . Caire makes a simple offer - in return for Temperance's help navigating the perilous alleys of St. Giles, he
will introduce her to London's high society so that she can find a benefactor for the home. But Temperance may not be the
innocent she seems, and what begins as cold calculation soon falls prey to a passion that neither can control - one that may well
destroy them both. A bargain neither could refuse.
"Wickedly passionate!"-- SYLVIA DAY, #1 New York Times bestselling author. Inspired by Charles Perrault's classic fairy tale,
"Three Wishes," the SCORCHING HOT finale in the acclaimed Fiery Tales Series... Luc de Moutier, Marquis of Fontenay, is
haunted by the writings of a dead woman. He is the subject of her romantic interest. Obsessed with her journals, he can't stop
thinking about the sweetly sensual words of the late Isabelle Laurent. Though he'd never noticed her watching him from afar, he
now compares every woman to the innocent enchantress who invades his thoughts and most erotic dreams... The old Isabelle is
dead. Sought after by the most powerful men in the realm, Isabelle has her choice of wealthy lovers. Her only goals are to provide
for her young son, and to maintain the ruse of her demise. Three reckless wishes led her down the path she now walks. And there
is no turning back. Only in her anonymously published books and with her son does she let down her guard. Charming and witty,
she dons her social mask each day, her performance flawless until the very man of her long-held private fantasies walks into her
life--and shakes the foundations of her carefully crafted world. When Luc meets the beautiful courtesan, she captures his
fascination and ignites an untamable hunger. He's determined to know the woman behind the façade. To deliciously decimate her
defenses, show her true passion and the pleasure of complete abandon and surrender. Soon he discovers books written in a style
all too familiar to him... and that the past and dark secrets can't stay hidden forever. Note: This book is a full length, EXTRA
steamy historical, with a carnally-gifted hero, and the woman he can't get enough of... Keep the smelling salts nearby.

Prince Lucien's family turns him into a frog in order to keep him safe from assassination attempts and Ariane is the
servant tasked with caring for the Frog Prince. Prince Lucien learns that she is a strong, capable person, not just
someone to be ordered around and she learns that maybe he's not as dimwitted as he'd presented. But as they begin to
fall in love, a dark magic threatens the land.
This classic New York Times–bestselling historical romance tells the enthralling, passionate story of a young English
woman who is wrongly convicted of a crime and auctioned off to the highest bidder in the American colonies Born out of
wedlock to a London barmaid, Marietta Danver yearns to live life to its fullest despite her humble origins. But her dreams
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of love and happiness almost die in Newgate Prison, where she is convicted of a crime she didn’t commit and deported
to North America to be sold into indentured servitude. In the wild Carolinas, Marietta uses her beauty to survive. But in
doing so she arouses unruly passions in the hearts of three men: Derek Hawke, the enigmatic planter who buys Marietta
for an outrageous sum; brash, charming Jeff Rawlins, who sweeps her away to Louisiana; and a gentleman whose fervor
may conceal a violent madness. From New Orleans’ red-light district to a fashionable estate in Natchez, from the
struggles of a life of bondage to the perils of helping to transport slaves to freedom, Marietta vows to prevail and find a
true and lasting love. The Marietta Danver Trilogy also includes Love Me, Marietta and When Love Commands.
Myths, legends, and magic are woven together in a collection of enthralling Irish fairy tales from the New York Times
bestselling author of the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel series. A haunting midnight dance that steals children
away... An eerie fairy island that appears once every seven years... A magical silver horse that emerges from the depths
of a dark lake... Venture into the Otherworld with eleven timeless, enchanting Irish fairy tales that uncover the haunting,
hidden world of the Sidhe--the fairy-folk. A master of Irish mythology, bestselling author Michael Scott has crafted stories
guaranteed to enthrall young readers who love magic, legends, and lore. And don't miss the companion collection of Irish
folktales, Legends & Lore!
New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George re-imagines the classic fairy-tale, The Twelve Dancing
Princesses, in this start to an enchanting YA fantasy series. Rose is one of twelve princesses--sisters condemned to
dance every night in the palace of the King Under Stone. Galen is a young soldier returning from war. Together they will
search for a way to break the curse that forces the princesses to attend the endless midnight balls. All they need is an
invisibility cloak, a black wool chain knit with silver needles, and that most critical fairy tale ingredient--true love. Don't
miss these other stories from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Day George: The Twelve Dancing Princesses
series Princess of the Midnight Ball Princess of Glass Princess of the Silver Woods Sun and Moon, Ice and Snow Silver
in the Blood The Rose Legacy series The Rose Legacy Tuesdays at the Castle series Tuesdays at the Castle
Wednesdays in the Tower Thursdays with the Crown Fridays with the Wizards Saturdays at Sea Dragon Slippers series
Dragon Slippers Dragon Flight Dragon Spear
High in the Transylvanian woods, at the castle Piscul Draculi, live five daughters and their doting father. It's an idyllic life
for Jena, the second eldest, who spends her time exploring the mysterious forest with her constant companion, a most
unusual frog. But best by far is the castle's hidden portal, known only to the sisters. Every Full Moon, they alone can pass
through it into the enchanted world of the Other Kingdom. There they dance through the night with the fey creatures of
this magical realm. But their peace is shattered when Father falls ill and must go to the southern parts to recover, for that
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is when cousin Cezar arrives. Though he's there to help the girls survive the brutal winter, Jena suspects he has darker
motives in store. Meanwhile, Jena's sister has fallen in love with a dangerous creature of the Other Kingdom--an
impossible union it's up to Jena to stop. When Cezar's grip of power begins to tighten, at stake is everything Jena loves:
her home, her family, and the Other Kingdom she has come to cherish. To save her world, Jena will be tested in ways
she can't imagine--tests of trust, strength, and true love.
“A stellar debut . . . about an unconventional family, fear, hatred, violence, chasing love, losing it and finding it again just
when we need it most.”—The New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE COSTA BOOK AWARD • “A wonder . . .
[This book] teems with real, Trinidadian life.”—Claire Adam, award-winning author of Golden Child SEMI-FINALIST FOR
THE OCM BOCAS PRIZE • One of the Best Books of the Summer: Time • The Guardian • Goop • Women’s Day •
LitHub After Betty Ramdin’s husband dies, she invites a colleague, Mr. Chetan, to move in with her and her son, Solo.
Over time, the three become a family, loving each other deeply and depending upon one another. Then, one fateful night,
Solo overhears Betty confiding in Mr. Chetan and learns a secret that plunges him into torment. Solo flees Trinidad for
New York to carve out a lonely existence as an undocumented immigrant, and Mr. Chetan remains the singular thread
holding mother and son together. But soon, Mr. Chetan’s own burdensome secret is revealed, with heartbreaking
consequences. Love After Love interrogates love and family in all its myriad meanings and forms, asking how we might
exchange an illusory love for one that is truly fulfilling. In vibrant, addictive Trinidadian prose, Love After Love questions
who and how we love, the obligations of family, and the consequences of choices made in desperation. Praise for Love
After Love “Love After Love is gift after gift. An unforgettable symphony of love and loss, heartache and guilt, and the
secrets and lies that pull us together, and tear us apart. Dazzlingly told in the most electrifying prose you will read all
year.”—Marlon James, Booker Prize–winning author of Black Leopard, Red Wolf “This book teems with real, Trinidadian
life: neighbors so nosy they know your business before it happens; descriptions of food that'll have you googling recipes;
feting and liming and plenty of sex. There's darkness here, too—violence, loneliness, moments of despair—and how Ingrid
Persaud weaves all these elements together in one book, with so much warmth and humor and love for her characters, is
a wonder.”—Claire Adam, award-winning author of Golden Child
*Awakened by a Kiss can be enjoyed as a stand-alone novel. Inspired by three classic fairy tales-"Sleeping Beauty,"
"Puss in Boots," and "Little Red Riding Hood"-all in one deliciously steamy historical romance collection featuring three
novellas from the acclaimed Fiery Tales series. Sleeping Beau: Five years ago, the notorious rake, Adrien d'Aspe,
Marquis de Beaulain, was awakened by a sensuous kiss-and experienced a night of raw ecstasy that was branded into
his memory. Years later, he spots his mysterious seductress-and this time, he has no intention of letting her go... Little
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Red Writing: Nicolas de Savignac, Count of Lambelle, is on a mission. A member of the King's elite private guard,
Nicolas has been assigned by the Crown to uncover the secret identity of the author writing scandalous stories about
powerful courtiers. He never expected his investigation would lead to his grandmother's house, or to a ravishing woman
who would ignite an untamable desire... Bewitching in Boots: Elisabeth de Roussel, daughter of the King, is accustomed
to getting what she wants-and she wants gorgeous Tristan de Tiersonnier, Count of Saint-Marcel, the ex-commander of
the King's elite private guard. A recent injury has forced Tristan to leave his distinguished position. But Elisabeth is
determined to make him see he's every bit the man he once was-and more than man enough for her...
Under the stars, in a secret world... Rowena, the youngest of twelve sisters, loves to slip out of the castle at night and
dance in a magical forest. Soon she convinces her sisters to join her. When Sir Ethan notices that his daughters' slippers
look tattered every morning, he is certain they've been sneaking out. So he posts a challenge to all the suitors in the
kingdom: The first man to discover where his daughters have been is free to marry the one he chooses. Meanwhile a
handsome young knight named Bedivere is involved in a challenge of his own: to return the powerful sword, Excalibur, to
a mysterious lake. While looking for the lake, Bedivere meets the beautiful Rowena and falls for her. Bedivere knows that
accepting Sir Ethan's challenge is the only opportunity for him to be with Rowena forever. But this puts both Bedivere and
Rowena in a dangerous situation...one in which they risk their lives for a chance at love.
Sworn to protect the crown, a Knight of the Swan must never surrender—not even to love . . . England, 1415. Ordered
never to leave the lonely tower on her family estate, Lady Clarice Margrave is suddenly set free when her home is
plundered. Now she is determined to discover the truth behind her father’s alleged treason. But an act of daring only
propels her into a new prison, with the very knight who destroyed her home as her keeper. Sir Ranulf, Lord of Sedgewic,
is ruthless in his inquisition, though there is a searing tenderness in his touch. Is it possible her bold jailor is the Red Wolf
of whom her father spoke—and the one man she might be able to trust? As a knight, Ranulf never questions his troth, but
his beautiful prisoner stirs his heart and mind like no other. Clarice is achingly vulnerable—and extremely closed-mouth
about her possible ties to the plot against the king. Duty demands he keep his distance, though he yearns to take her to
his bed and adore her until he discovers what lies within her heart. And he would—if he weren’t in danger of losing his
own . . .
From international bestselling author Genevieve Raas comes a tale of dark enchantments and wicked secrets. Whoever
solves the mystery of why the princesses' shoes are destroyed each night will inherit the throne. Princes from all
kingdoms have tried. All fail. The punishment? Execution. Only a soldier is now willing to take the challenge. Ross Daltry
was crippled long ago in one of the king's many wars. The lavish lifestyle of the nobility disgusts him, not to mention the
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vanity of the princesses. He is determined to win the throne and end the king's incompetent rule. However, when he
meets the Princess Octavia, he finds himself taken by her intelligence and kindness. She threatens to unravel his heart.
But behind the princesses' pretty smiles lies a terrible secret that is more than just broken shoes. In a race against time,
Ross must navigate intrigue, tricks, and terrors to save his life. The Crown is a dark and twisted retelling of the Twelve
Dancing Princesses.
Inspired by the tale of The Princess & the Pea, a hot historical romance novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales series.
Princess Gabrielle can't sleep at night. There is something hard in her bed. No, not just the stolen diamonds tucked
under her mattress, but the handsome Marquis on it . . . whose talent in the art of pleasure no woman can resist. But he
threatens her secret mission, and worse, she stands to lose far more than the diamonds-her heart is at stake . . . (Can be
read as a stand-alone) ***Originally published in THE PRINCESS IN HIS BED anthology.
Who's afraid of the big, bad rogue? Inspired by the tale of Little Red Riding Hood-an erotically charged historical romance
novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales series. Nicolas de Savignac, Count of Lambelle, is on a mission. A member of the
King's elite private Guard, Nicolas has been assigned by the Crown to uncover the secret identity of the author writing
scandalous stories about powerful courtiers. He never expected his investigation would lead to his grandmother's house,
or to a ravishing woman who would ignite an untamable desire... WARNING: This tale may scandalize you. Keep the
smelling salts nearby. **NOTE: Originally published in the AWAKENED BY A KISS anthology. Can be enjoyed as a
standalone story.
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we
know it today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background
information • A timeline of significant events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and
plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis and modern
perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of
recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable
editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in
Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their full potential.
Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
A woman called Patience. A desire that would put her name-and love-to the test. Known for her exceptional beauty,
Patience Emmalina Dare fears she'll never find a man who touches her deeply-until she shares a passionate kiss with
her enigmatic brother-in-law. But can she reconcile her desire for him with her desire for a life that's her own?
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Rachel Durham, 18, is tired of her father and stepmother's staid morality and pristine prosperity. The summer of her
senior year, she's more than ready for a walk on the wild side, and the door opens - literally - when she and her eleven
sisters and stepsisters discover a secret passageway out of their historic home on the Chesapeake Bay.
Inspired by the tale of Puss in Boots-an erotically charged historical romance novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales
series. Elisabeth de Roussel, daughter of the King, is accustomed to getting what she wants-and she wants gorgeous
Tristan de Tiersonnier, Count of Saint-Marcel, the ex-commander of the King's elite private Guard. A recent injury has
forced Tristan to leave his distinguished position. But Elisabeth is determined to make him see he's every bit the man he
once was-and more than man enough for her... **NOTE: Originally published in the Awakened by a Kiss anthology.
Experience an evocative combination of fantasy, history, and Jewish folklore in this fairytale-inspired novel from the
author of The Sisters of the Winter Wood. ? "The Light of the Midnight Stars is storytelling as spellcasting. Rossner has
conjured something vivid and wild and true.” —Kiran Millwood Hargrave, author of The Mercies Deep in the Hungarian
woods, the sacred magic of King Solomon lives on in his descendants. Gathering under the midnight stars, they perform
small miracles and none are more gifted than the great Rabbi Isaac and his three daughters. Hannah, bookish and calm,
can coax plants to grow even when the weather is bitterly cold. Sarah, defiant and strong, can control the impulsive
nature of fire. And Levana, the fey one, can read the path of the stars to decipher their secrets. But darkness is creeping
across Europe, threatening the lives of every Jewish person in every village. Each sister will have to make an impossible
choice in an effort to survive - and change the fate of their family forever. Praise for The Light of the Midnight Stars:
"Rossner creates a lush, immersive world through which the sprawling plot meanders, punctuated by moments of intense
grief. The result is as lovely as it is heartbreaking." —Publishers Weekly "Rossner's tale is as lyrical as the slow growth of
roots, the quick dance of fire, and the stately procession of the stars. Blending folktale with history, hope with tragedy, its
touch will linger on your heart long after you put it down."— Marie Brennan For more from Rena Rossner, check out The
Sisters of the Winter Wood.
Inspired by the tale of The Ugly Duckling, a hot historical romance novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales series.
Reputed for his carnal skills, notorious rake, Joseph d'Alumbert, prefers amorous encounters without any sort of
emotional entanglement--until a most unique lady stirs tender feelings . . . and hot desire. Emilie de Sarron suffered
burns to her body as an infant, and keeps her scars--and her heart--well hidden. But Joseph is determined to peel away
her inhibitions, one slow, sensuous kiss at a time, to reveal the beautiful swan inside... ***Can be enjoyed as a standalone. Originally published in THE PRINCESS IN HIS BED anthology.
This beloved Newbery Honor-winning story about a feisty heroine is sure to enchant readers new and old. At her birth,
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Ella of Frell receives a foolish fairy's gift—the “gift” of obedience. Ella must obey any order, whether it's to hop on one foot
for a day and a half, or to chop off her own head! But strong-willed Ella does not accept her fate... Against a bold
backdrop of princes, ogres, giants, wicked stepsisters, and fairy godmothers, Ella goes on a quest to break the curse
forever.
Come and mend your broken hearts here. In this retelling of the classic tale "The Twelve Dancing Princesses," the eldest
princess must fight to save her family—and her heart—from an ancient dark magic within the palace walls. "Full of mystery,
lush settings, and fully orbed characters, Dixon's debut is both suspenseful and rewarding."—ALA Booklist Just when
Azalea should feel that everything is before her—beautiful gowns, dashing suitors, balls filled with dancing—it's taken
away. All of it. And Azalea is trapped. The Keeper understands. He's trapped, too, held for centuries within the walls of
the palace. So he extends an invitation. Every night, Azalea and her eleven sisters may step through the enchanted
passage in their room to dance in his silver forest, but there is a cost. The Keeper likes to keep things. Azalea may not
realize how tangled she is in his web until it is too late. "Readers who enjoy stories of royalty, romance, and magic will
delight in Dixon's first novel."—Publishers Weekly Supports the Common Core State Standards
Inspired by the tale of Sleeping Beauty--an erotically charged historical romance novella from the acclaimed Fiery Tales
series. One sleeping rake, one scorching kiss, one night of unforgettable passion... Five years ago, the notorious rake,
Adrien d'Aspe, Marquis de Beaulain, was awakened by a sensuous kiss--and experienced a night of raw ecstasy that
was branded into his memory. Years later, he spots his mysterious seductress--and this time, he has no intention of
letting her go... **NOTE: Originally published in the AWAKENED BY A KISS anthology.
From bestselling author Lila DiPasqua comes a scorching new historical romance novella in the acclaimed Fiery Tales
series! An emotional, erotically charged retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's The Little Match Girl. As childhood friends,
Leopold d'Ermart and Suzanne Matchet were inseparable. One unforgettable Christmas Eve, their relationship changed
from the best of friends...to lovers. But the heir of the Duke of Mont-Marly isn't supposed to fall in love with the daughter
of his family's physician. Or vice versa. Is this a second chance at first love? Years later, Suzanne is dreading her first
Christmas without her father. The heartbreak Leo caused when he left seven years ago is a distant memory. And she
prefers to keep it that way. The last thing Suzanne expects is for tall, dark, and sinfully seductive Leo d'Ermart to show up
at her door and announce he wants her back in his life. And in his bed. Worse, the now celebrated libertine is even more
devastating to a woman's senses than ever before... Or are they playing with fire? The only woman Leo, Duke of MontMarly, has ever yearned for is the adorably unconventional, intelligent beauty who got away. He discovers Suzanne
creating and selling matchsticks, elixirs for the ill...and is still so damned alluring. Leo is determined to show her the depth
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of his desire, win back Suzanne's heart. And give her a Christmas beyond her wildest imagination... Warning: Explicit
language and love scenes. 32,000 word novella.
Inspired by three classic fairy tales-"The Emperor's New Clothes," "The Ugly Duckling," and "The Princess and the
Pea"-all in one romantic and steamy historical romance collection featuring three novellas from the acclaimed Fiery Tales
series. The Marquis's New Clothes: To save her cousin, Aimee de Miran must retrieve a jeweled ring from the most
sinfully seductive man at court, the unsuspecting Marquis de Nattes. But to search his considerable wardrobe she'll have
to get very close to the notorious rake...and remain immune to his intoxicating charm. Adam de Vey, Marquis de Nattes,
has secretly burned for his best friend's wife for years. Now that Aimee is a widow, now that he's discovered her in his
bedchambers, he intends to get very close to her indeed-with his clothes-and hers-utterly forgotten... The Lovely
Duckling: Reputed for his carnal skills, notorious rake, Joseph d'Alumbert, prefers amorous encounters without any sort
of emotional entanglement--until a most unique lady stirs tender feelings...and hot desire. Emilie de Sarron suffered
burns to her body as an infant, and keeps her scars-and her heart-well hidden. But Joseph is determined to peel away
her inhibitions, one slow, sensuous kiss at a time, to reveal the beautiful swan inside... The Princess and the Diamonds:
Princess Gabrielle can't sleep at night. There is something hard in her bed. No, not just the stolen diamonds tucked
under her mattress, but the handsome Marquis on it... whose talent in the art of pleasure no woman can resist. But he
threatens her secret mission, and worse, she stands to lose far more than the diamonds-her heart is at stake...
On a remote island estate, Annaleigh Thaumas, the sixth-born of twelve sisters, enlists the aid of an alluring stranger to
unravel the family curse before it claims her life in this twist on The Twelve Dancing Sisters.
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